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Abstract

Across disciplines, social learning research has been unified by the principle that people learn new behaviors to the extent that they identify with the actor modeling them. We propose that this conceptualization may overlook the power of the interpersonal situation in which the modeled behavior is observed. Specifically, we predict that contexts characterized by shared ingroup attention are particularly conducive to social learning. In two studies, participants were shown the same written exchange in either paragraph or chat form across multiple interpersonal contexts. We gauged social learning based on participants’ tendency to imitate the form of the written exchange to which they were exposed. Across both studies, results reveal that imitation is especially likely among individuals placed in the specific context of simultaneous observation with a similar other. These findings suggest that shared ingroup attention is uniquely adaptive for social learning.
Social learning is a fundamental process by which individuals, groups, and institutions adopt new behaviors (Boyd, Richerson, & Henrich, 2011). From psychology and communication to organizational behavior and criminology, social learning research has been unified by the principle that “most human behavior is learned observationally through modeling” (p. 22) based on the degree to which people identify with the actor modeling a behavior (Bandura, 1977). We propose that this classic conceptualization of observational learning may underestimate the power of the interpersonal situation in which new behaviors are observed; namely, contexts characterized by shared ingroup attention: the simultaneous observation of a behavior with a member of one’s social group.

Why is Shared Ingroup Attention Important?

Faced with limited processing and memory resources (Broadbent, 1958; Miller, 1956), individuals are constantly under pressure to prioritize their use of cognitive resources so as to focus on the most important information in their environment. While the importance of information may be signaled by a variety of factors, recent theoretical and empirical work suggest that individuals’ cognitive resources are particularly likely to be devoted to information that is co-attended with their group members (Eskenazi, Doerrfeld, Logan, Knoblich, & Sebanz, 2012; He, Lever, & Humphreys, 2011; Shteynberg, 2010; Shteynberg & Galinsky, 2011; Shteynberg, Hirsh, Galinsky & Knight, in press).

Research indicates that, beginning as early as 4 months of age, objects that are jointly attended to by infants and their caregivers are more deeply encoded and are better recognized than are objects that infants attend to alone (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Bruner,
Indeed, there is evidence that this propensity for infants to take greater notice of information co-attended with their caregiver is critical to understanding language development. Infants’ orienting to the attentional habits of their caregivers has been found to be an important antecedent of language ability (Carpenter, Nagell & Tomasello, 1998) and infant vocabulary (Morales et al., 1998). Also, previous work has found that autistic children with learning disabilities are less inclined to exhibit joint attention with others (Leekam, Lopez & Moore, 2000).

There is also evidence that shared ingroup attention remains important into adulthood; namely, adults are more likely to engage in elaborative processing of an object, or encode information in relation to a broader range of existing knowledge structures (Craik & Tulving, 1975), when that object is believed to be co-attended with one’s social group (Shteynberg et al., 2012). For example, recent work has indicated that objects that are the target of shared ingroup attention are described with greater verbal complexity (Shteynberg et al., 2012) and are better remembered (Eskenazi, Doerrfeld, Logan, Knoblich, & Sebanz, 2012; He, Lever, & Humphreys, 2011; Shteynberg, 2010) than objects attended to in other contexts. Related work has shown that shared ingroup attention can also intensify the pursuit of jointly attended goals (Shteynberg & Galinsky, 2011). Together, this work suggests that shared ingroup attention heightens elaborative processing of co-attended objects—an effect that emerges even in contexts for which the co-attention of others is merely assumed, such as online settings (e.g., Shteynberg et al., in press).
Why Would Shared Ingroup Attention Facilitate Social Learning?

The ability to experience the world from a shared perspective has been theorized to be a biologically primitive adaptation that gave humans an unprecedented capacity for collective coordination and behavior (Seale, 1995; Tomasello, 1999). Moreover, to the extent that human genetic survival relied on successful within-group coordination and collective action (Kesebir, 2011; Wilson & Wilson, 2007), the capacity to quickly shift cognitive resources to information that is co-attended with one’s social group may have conferred a critical evolutionary advantage. For instance, if Group Members A and B devote greater cognitive resources to co-attended information (as compared to uniquely attended information), it then follows that Group Members A and B will attain greater overlap in their mental models of their environment, which would likely facilitate future social coordination and cooperation. Indeed, it is possible that humans have an evolved joint attention mechanism (Baron-Cohen, 1995), which diverts cognitive resources to information that is thought to be co-attended with one’s social group (Shteynberg, 2010). This interpretation suggests the identity of co-attending others is critical, given that attaining greater overlap in mental models with out-group members, with whom future cooperation is less likely, would confer relatively little adaptive advantage. In sum, previous work indicates that the object of shared ingroup attention may carry particular relevance for individuals because of the likelihood that the object will serve as an axis of future discussion, social coordination or collective action with ingroup members.

Here, we explore the possibility that shared ingroup attention influences social learning. Specifically, we test a fundamental question raised by the emerging literature on the psychological consequences of shared ingroup attention: Are interpersonal contexts
characterized by co-attention with an ingroup member uniquely adaptive for social learning? While recent research suggests that shared ingroup attention increases elaborative processing of objects, no empirical work has examined whether shared ingroup attention promotes social learning – the actual reproduction of an observed behavior. Establishing a link between shared ingroup attention and social learning would represent a potentially crucial step toward elucidating the social conditions of behavioral change.

**Experiment 1**

In Experiment 1, we examine the hypothesis that contexts characterized by a similar (versus different) other observing the same (versus different) behavior are particularly conducive to social learning. To assess social learning, we expose participants to a written exchange of identical content in either paragraph or chat form across a variety of social contexts. A striking difference between the chat and paragraph format is the presence of line breaks, with the chat format having almost three times the number of line breaks as compared to the paragraph format. As such, we gauged social learning based on participants’ tendency to use more line breaks in their own writing after being exposed to the chat format as compared to the paragraph format.

**Method and Design.** Participants (N=316; 56.3% female; $M_{age}=34.18$, $SD=11.44$) were recruited from an online subject pool to engage in a virtual focus group in which they would be asked about their experiences and opinions on a variety of topics. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four social learning contexts (described below) in which they were presented with a written exchange between two individuals in chat or paragraph form, constituting a 4x2 between-subjects design.
**Procedure.** After providing consent, participants were asked to select one of six animal avatars to represent themselves in an online environment (see Appendix A). They then learned that another participant had chosen an avatar that was a member of the same (or different) category and would observe the same (or different) written exchange. In all, the above manipulations yielded four social learning contexts: (1) shared ingroup attention or observing the same written exchange that a similar other observes (similar-other/same-exchange), (2) observing the same written exchange that a different other observes (different-other/same-exchange), (3) observing a different written exchange than a similar other observes (similar-other/different-exchange), and (4) observing a different written exchange than a different other observes (different-other/different-exchange).

These manipulations were reinforced by asking the participant to confirm their avatar choice on a subsequent screen, while being exposed to the avatar choice of the other participant. Participants were also asked to confirm whether they would be looking at the same or a different written exchange. This experimental paradigm has been carefully developed through the course of previous work to include several programming features that reliably enhance experimental realism (e.g., intermittent delays and “wait for the other participant” messages; Shteynberg, 2010; Shteynberg & Galinsky, 2011).

Once in a social context, participants were presented with a written exchange wherein two engineers brainstorm an innovative automobile technology. Some participants viewed the exchange in chat form, written in a fragmented structure such that each new thought or idea was successively introduced on a separate line. Other
participants viewed the exchange in paragraph form. The content of the exchange was identical across conditions.

After viewing the exchange, participants were asked to write an unrelated passage on how to improve a common shopping cart. Participants expected that their ideas for shopping cart improvement would be sent to the other participant and that the other participant would send their own ideas in return. Hence, participants across all conditions expected future social interaction. Last, participants indicated their level of motivation, competitiveness with the other participant, and their enjoyment of the study.

The passage participants wrote was then coded for evidence of imitation based on the frequency of line breaks in participants’ writing (number of breaks/total character number). We expected that participants who observed the chat (as compared to paragraph) format with a similar other would use more line breaks in their subsequent writing than participants in the other three social contexts. That is, we hypothesized that participants would be particularly likely to imitate the format of the exchange in the shared observation with a similar other condition as compared to all three other conditions.

**Results and Discussion.** To test this hypothesis, we conducted a planned interaction contrast that compared the effect of the exchange format on line break use in the shared observation with a similar other condition versus the effect of the exchange format on line break use in the other three conditions. As illustrated in Figure 1, this test revealed a significant interaction, $F(1, 312)=6.73, p=.01$. The format of the written exchange influenced the use of line breaks in the predicted direction within the similar-other/same-exchange condition, $t(308)=2.70, p=.007$, such that participants exposed to
the chat format used significantly more line breaks than participants exposed to the paragraph format. However, chat versus paragraph format did not influence line break use within the different-other/same-exchange ($p=.49$), the similar-other/different-exchange ($p=.90$), or the different-other/different-exchange conditions ($p=.51$). In sum, these results support the hypothesized link between shared ingroup attention and social learning.

Notable as well, participants in the similar-other/simultaneous-exchange condition did not report greater motivation ($p=.54$), competitiveness with the other participant ($p=.17$), or enjoyment of the study ($p=.86$) as compared to participants in the other conditions. Thus, it seems unlikely that the observed difference in behavior in the similar-other/simultaneous-exchange condition was driven by greater effort or a heightened sense of engagement.

**Experiment 2**

The results of Experiment 1 indicate that the propensity to imitate the format of the exchange only occurred when participants thought that they were observing the exchange with a similar other, suggesting settings characterized by shared ingroup attention may be uniquely adaptive for social learning. Still unclear, however, is whether the simultaneity of shared observation was a necessary component of the effect. Given that social situations are often highly dynamic, with novel information arriving in rapid succession, prioritizing information that is simultaneously co-attended with one’s social group may be of vital importance to achieving social coordination. That is, it may be that knowing the attentional behavior of an ingroup member in the here-and-now is the most accurate indicator of that individual’s current state and intentions for future action. For
example, if Group Member A prioritizes information that Group Member B attended to in the past, Group Member A’s mental model of the environment may fall out of step with Group Member B’s mental model, potentially compromising social coordination. Furthermore, the knowledge that Group Member B is not simultaneously co-attending to the same information may signal to Group Member A that Group Member B’s attention is presently directed elsewhere. As such, Group Member A may shift cognitive resources to search for present targets of co-attention with Group Member B or others. In Experiment 2, we examine this logic by directly testing whether the \textit{simultaneity} of observation is necessary to yield the effect of shared ingroup attention.

\textbf{Method and Design.} As in Experiment 1, participants ($N=314$; 62.1\% female; $M_{\text{age}}=33.27$, $SD=11.39$) were recruited from an online subject pool to engage in a virtual focus group. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four social learning contexts (described below) in which they were presented with the same written exchange between two individuals in chat or paragraph form, constituting a $4 \times 2$ between-subjects design.

\textbf{Procedure.} Mirroring the procedure of Experiment 1, after providing consent, participants were asked to select one of six animal avatars to represent themselves. In contrast, however, in three of the conditions, they then learned that the other participant had chosen an avatar that was a member of the same category as the one they chose. In these conditions, participants were either told that they would (1) simultaneously observe the same written exchange as the similar other, (2) observe the same written exchange as the similar other after the other participant had done so, or (3) observe the same written exchange as the similar other before the other participant would do so. In the fourth condition, participants were informed that they would complete the study alone and there
was no mention of another participant. These manipulations were reinforced by asking participants to confirm their avatar choice on a subsequent screen, while being exposed to the avatar choice of the other participant. Participants were also asked to confirm whether they would be observing with, after, or before the other participant.

In all, this yielded four social learning contexts: (1) simultaneously observing the same written exchange that a similar other observes (similar-other/simultaneous-observation), (2) observing the same written exchange after a similar other observes it (similar-other/post-observation), (3) observing the same written exchange before a similar other observes it (similar-other/pre-observation), and (4) observing the exchange alone (alone).

As in Experiment 1, after viewing the exchange, participants were asked to write an unrelated passage on how to improve a common shopping cart that would ostensibly be sent to the other participant. Participants then indicated their level of motivation, competitiveness with the other participant, and their enjoyment of the study. As in Experiment 1, our analysis focused on the frequency of line breaks in participants’ own writing (number of breaks/total character number) as a measure of the degree to which the social contexts facilitated imitation.

**Results and Discussion.** We conducted a planned interaction contrast that assessed the effect of exchange format on line break use in the simultaneous observation with a similar other condition as compared to the other three conditions. Replicating the pattern of results in Experiment 1, this analysis revealed a significant interaction, $F(1, 310)=5.56, p=.019$. As predicted, the format of the written exchange influenced participants’ use of line breaks within the similar-other/simultaneous-observation
condition, \( t(306)=2.36, p=.019 \), such that participants exposed to the chat format used significantly more line breaks than participants exposed to the paragraph format. However, chat versus paragraph format did not influence line break use within the similar-other/post-observation \((p=.25)\), the similar-other/pre-observation \((p=.86)\), or the alone conditions \((p=.91)\). Finally, participants in the similar-other/simultaneous-exchange condition did not report greater motivation \((p=.24)\), competitiveness with the other participant \((p=.31)\), or enjoyment of the study \((p=.25)\) as compared to the participants in the other conditions.

Across two studies, our results support the general notion that contexts characterized by shared ingroup attention are particularly conducive to social learning. Specifically, we demonstrated that shared observation with a similar other heightened subsequent imitation of the observed written exchange. Moreover, the perceived simultaneity of such observation appears to be essential to obtaining this increase in imitation. Of central theoretical importance, these findings are difficult to understand through the lens of traditional models of behavioral imitation alone (i.e., Social Learning Theory). That is, if the learning effect were a result of participants’ tendency to imitate the writing behavior being modeled, then greater learning should have occurred across all conditions. Moreover, if the learning effect were a consequence of participants’ tendency to imitate the assumed behavior of a similar other, then greater learning should have occurred in the similar-other/post-observation and similar-other/pre-observation conditions. Yet neither of these was the case. There were also no differences in reported levels of motivation, competitiveness, or enjoyment across social context conditions,
suggesting that the learning effect seems unlikely to be the result of greater general effort or engagement.

One noteworthy element of the results, as evidenced from comparison of simultaneous observation with a similar other conditions in Figures 1 and 2, is that the learning effect appears to be driven more so by the chat format in Experiment 1, and by the paragraph format in Experiment 2. For a more powerful test of learning within the chat versus paragraph conditions, we combined data from both studies yielding a dataset of 630 participants. Testing the simple effect of the key social context within the chat and paragraph format conditions showed that participants simultaneously observing with a similar other exhibited greater learning within both the chat, $t(616)=2.92, p=.004$, and paragraph, $t(616)=2.07, p=.039$, formats as compared to the control social contexts. The fact that greater learning was not confined to the chat or paragraph condition alone suggests that the learning effect is not dependent on the idiosyncrasies of one particular format; thus, lending additional support to the relationship between shared ingroup attention and social learning.

One fascinating question raised by our findings is whether or not participants were consciously aware of their tendency to imitate the modeled writing behavior. Given the null effects on self-reported measures of engagement and the subtle nature of the writing format manipulations, it seems unlikely that participants were aware that they were more likely to imitate due to shared ingroup attention. Indeed, one possibility is that the relationship between shared ingroup attention and social learning is implicit, governed by a fast and frugal heuristic that operates outside participants’ awareness.
(Gigerenzer, 2004) – if shared ingroup attention is perceived, greater learning is activated. This remains an important question for future study.

It is also important to consider whether the expectation of future interaction with the co-attending other is a necessary precondition to greater social learning. This conclusion is consistent with the results of our study and the more general logic that shared ingroup attention provides an adaptive advantage because it enhances future social coordination among group members. Nonetheless, it is also possible that the effect of shared ingroup attention on social learning would persist even when future social interaction is not explicitly highlighted. If, as we theorize, the power of shared ingroup attention evolved as an adaptation to facilitate human survival—at a time in which survival was highly dependent on cooperation in small groups (Boehm, 2002; Bowles & Gintis, 2003) with who subsequent interaction was all but guaranteed—it may be that the prospect of future group interaction need not be specified explicitly. In short, it remains an open question as to whether expectation of future interaction is a necessary precondition to trigger social learning.

Finally, it is interesting to consider our findings as they relate to research on behavioral mimicry (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999). Although behavioral mimicry research typically involves face-to-face interaction, which did not occur in our studies, it is notable that behavioral imitation of the modeled writing behavior did not occur across the board, but only in the context of shared ingroup attention. From a behavioral mimicry perspective, one explanation for this relatively focused effect is that participants did not sufficiently identify with or relate to the engineers modeling the writing behavior (Lakin, Jefferis, Cheng, & Chartrand, 2003). It is also possible that the nature of one’s social
context moderates the effect of behavioral mimicry such that mimicry is most robust when the target behavior is not only exhibited by a fellow ingroup member, but also, is co-attended with that individual.

**Conclusion.** In all, the reported effects of shared ingroup attention may contribute one piece of the puzzle toward understanding humans’ extraordinary capacity for social learning. Our findings also imply that the psychological power of co-experienced mass and social media may reside, in part, in their ability to supply their audiences with the experience of shared ingroup attention. Investigating this interpretation certainly requires additional research, but, to our knowledge, these studies are among the first to raise this possibility. In closing, social learning appears to be activated not only as a function of *who* models new behaviors, but also with whom these experiences are simultaneously shared.
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Figure 1. Social Context by Exchange Format on % of Line Breaks (Experiment 1)
Figure 2. Social Context by Exchange Format on % of Line Breaks (Experiment 2).
Appendix A. The Online Environment.

Avatar choice at the beginning of the Experiment:

TO ENTER THE STUDY, PLEASE CHOOSE AN ANIMAL TO REPRESENT YOURSELF.
After making your choice, click the NEXT button to continue.